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A complete study guide! Use these handy cards for course review nowâ€¦and exam prep later. More

than 500 cards deliver concise, but complete coverage of the major disciplines on the Board of

Certificationâ€™s content outline and practice today.
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Cards are slightly larger than standard index size, about an inch longer and wider. Not laminated,

not quite as thick as index cards. Comes with a nice ring, but quite a bit to carry around without

damaging at once. I've taken a smaller ring and carry a section around at a time, much more

manageable. Cards appear to be a great study guide, I am just starting my education for medical

laboratory science and will not test for the license for a couple of years yet. I bought these to help

with my hematology class.

Info on cards is really good. Along with LabCe and Harr's MLS Review, this is a sure way to

succeed when taking the MLS certification exam. That being said, the material the cards is made of

is not the best. It's just barely thicker than a sheet of printing paper. A 3x5 index card is thicker. Do

not expect these to last long in your bag without tears, folds, and wears. It's not helped that the

large metal ring provided to bind the cards has hinges that don't necessarily fit the premade holes

on the cards. To make matters worse, there isn't a box or container included to hold the cards if you

don't want to use the ring. Considering the cost of the cards, the stock of the cards should be

improved or laminated.



I purchased these cards through the bookstore at my school and I love them. I studies only from the

cards and I passed both the ASCP technician and AAB technologist exams the first time. Now I

have decided to take the ASCP MLS exam and and wanted to update my purchase. The new cards

are smaller and come with a ring to attach them to. More convenient and portable than the originals.

These cards are a must have for anyone who is either a student or recent grad prepping for their

exam

By far the best study tool I have! I have the BOC ascp study book and the clinical lab SUCCESS

book. These study cards are the best! It covers everything and hits all the important information!

The only reason I gave it 4 stars is because it is made out of paper and not laminated, so it tears

really easily. The wear and tear is the only bad part about these flash cards!

Great outline of information in every subject. If you use these cards as a outline for studying and

supplement them with your own more detailed notes, you will have no problem passing the registry

exams.

So far it has what I need, but the material it is made of is awful. It's just like flash cards made of

cheap regular paper and I dont think they will last long.. I would consider laminating them or

something but that would be really expensive since there are around 600 cards.

I need to invest in a good laminator. And there are 500 cards! I am so sorry laminator! These,

compare to the quality of Polansky's first edition set, are flimsy and printed on regular copier paper.

If people weren't so ridiculous and selling the first edition for $500, I would have purchased that set

instead. As for the information on the cards, it's great and will definitely help me and maybe you, to

pass the boards. If you're thinking about investing in the Kindle version instead, make sure you

have a magnifying glass handy and lots of ibuprofen. Good luck!

Bought these as a study guide for the ASCP MLS boards and they are fairly detailed. There's

enough room on the cards to add notes. The cards could be sturdier but they are fine. They come

with a nifty ring to attach them together which makes them easy to carry around everywhere I go.

They're a lot of information. Definitely a good add on to your study notes.
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